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In a previous study, we detected unexpectedly high levels of acquired antibiotic resistance in commensal
Escherichia coli isolates from a remote Guaranı́ Indian (Bolivia) community with very low levels of antibiotic
exposure and limited exchanges with the exterior. Here we analyzed the structure of the resistant E. coli
population from that community and the resistance mechanisms. The E. coli population (113 isolates from 72
inhabitants) showed a high degree of genetic heterogeneity, as evidenced by phylogenetic grouping (77% group
A, 10% group B1, 8% group D, 5% group B2) and genotyping by randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)
analysis (44 different RAPD types). The acquired resistance genes were always of the same types as those found
in antibiotic-exposed settings [blaTEM, blaPSE-1, catI, cmlA6, tet(A), tet(B), dfrA1, dfrA7, dfrA8, dfrA17, sul1, sul2,
aphA1, aadA1, aadA2, aadA5, aadB, and sat-1]. Class 1 and class 2 integrons were found in 12% and 4% of the
isolates, respectively, and harbored arrays of gene cassettes similar to those already described. The cotransferability of multiple-resistance traits was observed from selected isolates and was found to be associated with
resistance conjugative plasmids of the F, P, and N types. Overall, these data suggest that the resistance
observed in this remote community is likely the consequence of the dissemination of resistant bacteria and
resistance genes from antibiotic-exposed settings (rather than of an independent in situ selection) which
involved both the clonal expansion of resistant strains and the horizontal transfer/recombination of mobile
genetic elements harboring resistance genes.
collected rainwater was the only water source, ruling out the
possibility of sustained contamination of drinking water from
the exterior (2).
In this work we have analyzed the population structure of
resistant bacteria collected from that remote setting and the
nature of the acquired resistance genes and of the cognate
genetic elements to gather insights into the mechanisms involved in the spread of acquired antibiotic resistance in similar
settings.

The notion that the global dissemination of microbial drug
resistance observed in the antibiotic era is related to the selective pressure generated by the use of antibiotics in clinical and
veterinary practices, animal husbandry, and agriculture is supported by studies that have clearly correlated the emergence
and dissemination of resistance with the use of antibiotics (1,
10, 19) and by the absence of acquired resistance in clinical
isolates from the preantibiotic era (13, 14).
Surprisingly, however, antibiotic-resistant bacteria have also
recently been detected in humans and wild animals living in
remote areas where antibiotic exposure has been absent or
minimal (2, 9, 11, 22, 30, 32), raising a question about the
mechanisms of resistance spread in those settings. To the best
of our knowledge, the most isolated human context thus far
investigated is represented by a very remote community of
Guaranı́ Indians in the Bolivian Chaco, where we detected
high levels of acquired antibiotic resistance in commensal
Escherichia coli isolates (2). In that community, exchanges with
inhabitants of other areas were very limited; antibiotic exposure at the time of the study had been minimal; and locally

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains. In a previous study, we detected antibiotic-resistant E. coli
isolates in 72 of 108 members of the Guaranı́ Indian community of Alto Los
Zarzos (Bolivia) (2). Detailed information on ethical permission, the sampling
strategy, and the demographic characteristics of the study population are reported elsewhere (2). A total of 113 E. coli isolates were investigated in this work.
These included all the isolates with acquired resistance traits collected from the
72 individuals who exhibited fecal carriage of antibiotic-resistant E. coli (from
each individual, all the isolates showing different resistance phenotypes were
included in the study) (2). Among the resistant isolates, traits of acquired resistance to the following antibiotics were represented: ampicillin, chloramphenicol,
tetracycline, trimethoprim, sulfonamides, kanamycin, and tobramycin. The vast
majority of the isolates (76%) were resistant to more than one drug, and the
most common multidrug resistance pattern (found in 38 [34%] of the isolates)
included ampicillin, chloramphenicol, tetracycline, trimethoprim, and sulfonamides (2).
Molecular analysis techniques. Basic procedures for DNA extraction, analysis,
and manipulation were performed as described by Sambrook and Russell (28).
The nucleotide sequences of both strands of the PCR amplification products
were determined as described previously (24). Analysis and comparisons of the
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FIG. 1. Genetic structure of 113 antibiotic-resistant commensal E.
coli isolates from 72 members of a remote community with very low
levels of antibiotic exposure. Capital letters refer to phylogenetic
groups, and numbers identify RAPD types. Scale bar, 0.2 Dice similarity.

RESULTS
Population structure and demographic distribution of resistant E. coli isolates. The 113 E. coli isolates were tested for
their phylogenetic group of origin (group A, B1, B2, or D) and
for their genomic relatedness by RAPD analysis.
Phylogenetic grouping revealed the presence of isolates
from each of the four groups. Isolates of group A were the
most prevalent (77%), followed by those of groups B1 (10%),
D (8%), and B2 (5%) (Fig. 1).
RAPD analysis identified 44 different types, of which 1
(RAPD type 1) included 22 isolates, 20 included 2 to 7 isolates,
and the remaining 23 types were singletons (Fig. 1 and Table
1). RAPD type diversity was observed within each phylogenetic
group, and the same RAPD type was never observed for isolates of different phylogenetic groups (Fig. 1 and Table 1).
Isolates of the same RAPD type usually showed the same
resistance phenotype, although differences in individual resistance traits were noticed in a few cases (Table 1). On the other
hand, identical resistance phenotypes were represented in different RAPD types and phylogenetic groups (Table 1).
Identical RAPD types were observed in members of different families (e.g., the dominant RAPD type 1 was detected in
members of 8 of the 22 families), revealing the interindividual

circulation of antibiotic-resistant clones within the community
(data not shown).
Characterization of acquired resistance genes. The 113 E.
coli isolates were investigated for the presence of several acquired resistance genes that could account for the observed
resistance phenotypes. Of the 81 ampicillin-resistant isolates,
80 harbored a blaTEM ␤-lactamase gene, while the remaining
ampicillin-resistant isolate did not contain either blaTEM or
blaSHV. Of the 48 chloramphenicol-resistant isolates, 46 harbored a catI gene and 1 harbored a cmlA gene. Of the 103
tetracycline-resistant isolates, 52 harbored a tet(A) gene and 51
harbored a tet(B) gene, while tet(C) and tet(D) were never
detected. Of the 75 trimethoprim-resistant isolates, 73 harbored one of the dfrA genes for which investigations were
conducted, including dfrA8 (55 isolates), dfrA1 (13 isolates),
dfrA7 (3 isolates), and dfrA17 (2 isolates). Of the 80 sulfonamide-resistant isolates, 78 harbored a sul2 gene, and 13 of
them also harbored a sul1 gene. sul1 alone was detected in one
of the remaining isolates, while the other was negative for all
three sul genes. The four isolates resistant to kanamycin car-
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nucleotide sequences were carried out with the help of programs available at the
NCBI web interface (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).
Population genetics analysis. Phylogenetic grouping of the E. coli isolates was
performed by the multiplex PCR-based method developed by Clermont et al. (5).
Genotyping was performed by randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)
analysis by using, separately, two decamer primers, primer 1290 (5⬘-GTGGAT
GCGA) and primer 1254 (5⬘-CCGCAGCCAA), as described previously (23).
The RAPD patterns were considered to be different when the profiles differed by
at least one band. Analysis of the RAPD patterns was performed with Diversity
Database fingerprinting software (version 2; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA). The similarity between the RAPD patterns, based on band position, was
determined by using the Dice similarity coefficient, and a dendrogram was constructed by using the unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic averages.
Characterization of acquired resistance genes and integrons. The PCR methodology was used, as described previously, for detection of the following resistance genes: blaTEM-like and blaSHV-like genes for ␤-lactam resistance (20);
tet(A), tet(B), tet(C), and tet(D) for tetracycline resistance (12); catI and cmlA for
phenicol resistance (16, 20); dfrA1, dfrA5, dfrA7, dfrA8, dfrA12, dfrA13, dfrA14,
and dfrA17 for trimethoprim resistance (18); sul1, sul2, and sul3 for sulfonamide
resistance (20, 25); and aphA1 and aadB for aminoglycoside resistance (20).
Colony blot hybridization with intI1- and intI2-specific probes, generated as
described previously (31), was used to investigate the isolates for the presence of
class 1 and class 2 integrons, respectively. The variable regions of the integrons
were amplified by PCR, as described previously (27, 33).
Plasmid analysis. Replicon typing was carried out by a recently developed
PCR-based method (4), and positive results were confirmed by colony blot
hybridization and/or sequence analysis of the replicons. Conjugative transfer of
the resistance determinants was assayed in Mueller-Hinton broth by using E. coli
J53 (pro met Rifr Nalr) as a recipient and an initial donor/recipient ratio of 0.1.
The mating tubes were incubated at 30°C for 14 h. Transconjugants were selected
on Mueller-Hinton agar containing rifampin (400 g/ml) and nalidixic acid (32
g/ml) plus one of the following antibiotics: ampicillin (200 g/ml), chloramphenicol (30 g/ml), tetracycline (5 g/ml), trimethoprim (40 g/ml), or sulfamethoxazole (200 g/ml). Under the conditions described above, the detection
sensitivity of the mating assay was ⱖ1 ⫻ 10⫺8 transconjugants/recipient. The
antimicrobial susceptibilities of the transconjugants were determined by the disk
diffusion method (6), and the results were interpreted according to the approved
standards of CLSI (7). Antibiotic disks were from Oxoid (Milan, Italy). E. coli
ATCC 25922 was used for quality control purposes.
Colicin production. Colicin production was assayed by the overlay method
described by Pugsley (26).
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TABLE 1. RAPD types, phylogenetic groups, colicin production, antibiotic resistance phenotypes, patterns of resistance genes, and integrons
of the 113 antibiotic-resistant E. coli isolates
Phylogenetic
group

No. of
isolates

Colicin
production

Resistance phenotypea

Resistance gene(s)

44
43
42

B2
B2
B2

1
1
1

⫺
⫺
⫺

AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/CHL/TMP/SUL/KAN/
NN

catI, tet(B), sul1, sul2
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
blaTEM, sul1

41

B2

3

⫹

AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

40

D

1

⫺

AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

39
38
37

D
D
D

1
1
1
3
1

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹

36

D

1

⫹

AMP/CHL/TET/SUL
AMP/TMP/SUL
AMP/TMP/SUL
TET
AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL/
KAN
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL/KAN

35

B1

1

⫺

AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

blaTEM, catI, tet(B), dfrA8,
sul2
blaTEM, catI, tet(B), sul1,
sul2
blaTEM, catI, tet(B), sul2
blaTEM, sul2
blaTEM, dfrA8, sul2
tet(A)
blaTEM, catI, tet(A), dfrA8,
sul2, aphA1
blaTEM, tet(B), sul2,
aphA1
blaTEM, catI, tet(B), sul2

34
33
32
31
30

B1
B1
B1
B1
B1

29
28
27

A
A
A

1
2
1
2
3
2
1
1
7

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹

AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
TET/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET
AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

26
25
24

A
A
A

23
22

A
A

1
6
1
1
3
2

⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

3
1

⫹
⫺

TET
TET
AMP/TET
AMP/TET/SUL
AMP
AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL/
KAN
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
TMP/SUL

21
20
19
18
17

A
A
A
A
A

1
1
1
2
1

⫺
⫹
⫺
⫺
⫹

AMP/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
CHL/TET/TMP/SUL
TET
AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

16
15
14
13
12
11

A
A
A
A
A
A

1
1
1
3
5
2
1

⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

AMP/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
TET
TET
AMP/TET/SUL
AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

10

A

9
8
7

A
A
A

2
1
1
1
1

⫺
⫹
⫹
⫺
⫺

AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/SUL
TET
TET
AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

6
5
4
3
2
1

A
A
A
A
A
A

3
4
1
2
1
22

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫹

AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
CHL/TET/TMP
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
TET
AMP/TET/TMP/SUL
AMP/CHL/TET/TMP/SUL

blaTEM, tet(B), sul1, sul2
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
tet(A), sul2
blaTEM, tet(A), sul1, sul2
blaTEM, tet(A), sul2
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8
blaTEM, tet(B)
blaTEM, catI, tet(A), sul1,
sul2
tet(B)
tet(B)
blaTEM, tet(B)
blaTEM, tet(B), sul2
blaTEM
blaTEM, catI, tet(B), sul2,
aphA1
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
sul2
blaTEM, dfrA8, sul2
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
tet(A), dfrA8, sul2
tet(B)
blaTEM, catI, tet(B), dfrA8,
sul2
blaTEM, dfrA8, sul2
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
blaTEM, tet(A), dfrA8, sul2
tet(A)
tet(B)
blaTEM, tet(B), sul2
blaTEM, catI, tet(B), dfrA8,
sul2
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
blaTEM, sul2
tet(B)
tet(B)
blaTEM, catI, tet(B), dfrA8,
sul2
blaTEM, tet(A), dfrA8, sul2
catI, tet(A), dfrA8
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
tet(B)
blaTEM, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
blaTEM, catI, tet(A), dfrA8,
sul2

Class 1
integron (VRb)

Class 2
integron (VR)

⫹ (blaPSE-1, aadA2)
⫺
⫹ (dfrA17, aadA5),
(aadB, aadA1,
cmlA6)
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺

⫹ (dfrA17, aadA5)

⫺

⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫹
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺

⫹ (dfrA1, sat-1,
aadA1)
⫹ (dfrA1, sat-1,
aadA1)
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫹ (dfrA1, aadA1)
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹ (dfrA7)
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹ (dfrA1, aadA1)
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫹ (dfrA1, sat-1,
aadA1)
⫺
⫹ (dfrA1, sat-1,
aadA1)
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

⫺
⫺

a
AMP, ampicillin; CHL, chloramphenicol; TET, tetracycline; TMP, trimethoprim; SUL, sulfamethoxazole; KAN, kanamycin; NN, tobramycin. Acquired resistance
genes not identified are underlined. Phenotypic assays for investigation of resistance to streptomycin and spectinomycin (conferred by aadA-type genes) and to
streptothricin (conferred by sat-1 genes) were not performed.
b
VR, integron variable region. The cassette arrays of class 1 integrons from RAPD type 30, RAPD types 27 and 34, RAPD types 40 and 42, and RAPD type 44 were
identical to the sequences with GenBank accession nos. AF139109, AJ884723, AF169041, and AB207867, respectively. The second integron from RAPD type 42 showed
99% identity with the sequence with GenBank accession no. DQ836058, from which it differed by a single mutation (C485T) in the aadA1 gene, resulting in the
replacement of proline with leucine (as in the sequence with GenBank accession no. DQ517526). All class 2 integrons showed a gene cassette array identical to that
of the integron in Tn7 (GenBank accession no. AB188272).
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TABLE 2. Transferability of resistance plasmids from 38 multidrug-resistant E. coli isolates and genetic features of resistance
conjugative plasmids
Results for E. coli J-53 transconjugants
No. of
isolates

1
7
11
17
27
35
40
41
44

22
1
1
1
7
1
1
3
1

Resistance gene(s)a

—c
blaTEM,
blaTEM,
—
blaTEM,
—
blaTEM,
tet(B)
—

catI, tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
tet(B), dfrA8, sul2
catI, tet(A), Int 1 (dfrA1, aadA1, sul1)
catI, tet(B), Int 1 (dfrA17, aadA5, sul1)

Colicin
production

Replicon type(s)b

—
No
No
—
Yes
—
No
No
—

—
FIA, FIB, FII, N
FII
—
FIB, FII, P
—
FIB, FII
FIB, FII
—

a

Int 1 and Int 2, class 1 and class 2 integrons, respectively.
When more than one replicon was identified in the transconjugants, plasmid extraction and DNA hybridization experiments suggested the presence of a single
multireplicon plasmid (data not shown). DNA sequence of the FII replicons further evidenced the heterogeneity among FII replicons (data not shown).
c
—, transfer of resistance plasmids was not observed.
b

ried an aphA1 gene, while the isolate resistant to kanamycin
and tobramycin carried an aadB gene (Table 1).
The isolates were also investigated for the presence of class
1 and class 2 integrons, which usually carry mobile cassettes
with resistance genes, by DNA hybridization. Class 1 integrons
were found in 14 isolates (12%), while class 2 integrons were
found in 5 isolates (4%) (Table 1). Characterization of the
variable regions of the integrons revealed, in all cases, the
presence of inserted cassettes. Class 1 integrons carried 5 different cassette arrays, with a total of 10 different resistance
cassettes (and three minor allelic variants of the aadA1-carrying gene cassette) (Table 1). Class 2 integrons carried a single
cassette array with the three resistance cassettes commonly
found in this class of integrons (Table 1). Some of the integronassociated resistance genes (cmlA, dfrA1, dfrA7, dfrA17, aadB)
corresponded to those already detected in the initial screening
(see above). The sequence of the cmlA-like determinant revealed a cmlA6 gene. Additional integron-associated resistance
cassettes carried a blaPSE-1 ␤-lactamase gene (accounting for
the ampicillin resistance in the blaTEM-negative isolate); three
aminoglycoside nucleotidyltransferase genes (aadA1, aadA2,
and aadA5), which confer resistance to streptomycin and spectinomycin; and a streptothricin acetyltransferase gene (sat-1),
which confers resistance to streptothricin (Table 1). All the
gene cassettes arrays found in this peculiar bacterial population were identical to those already described in isolates from
other settings, even though a new aadA1 gene cassette was
detected (Table 1).
Isolates of the same RAPD type and with the same resistance phenotype always carried an identical pattern of resistance genes, supporting the occurrence of clonal expansion
(Table 1). However, the presence of isolates of the same
RAPD type showing a different resistance phenotype due to
the acquisition/loss of individual resistance genes revealed the
occurrence of recombination of resistance genes within some
clones (Table 1).
Transferability of resistance genes and plasmid analysis.
The conjugative transfer of resistance genes was investigated in
the 38 isolates exhibiting the most prevalent resistance phenotype (resistance to ampicillin, chloramphenicol, tetracycline,
trimethoprim, and sulfonamides). These isolates belonged to

each of the four phylogenetic groups and comprised nine different RAPD types (including the two most prevalent ones)
(Table 2 and Table 1). Conjugative transfer of resistance traits
was observed for five of the nine RAPD types tested. With
RAPD type 1 (22 isolates), conjugative transfer could not be
assessed due to killing of the recipient by the colicin activity
produced by the donor strain (Table 2 and Table 1). In most
cases, the cotransfer of several resistance traits was observed
(Table 2), suggesting the linkage of the resistance genes in the
same transferable plasmid.
Plasmids contain genes essential for their replication and,
often, accessory genes (e.g., antibiotic resistance genes and
virulence genes), and the plasmid replication system is used for
plasmid classification and identification. We investigated the
replicon types in the resistance plasmids from all the transconjugants. Several plasmid replicon types were detected in this
subpopulation, including the F, P, and N types (Table 2). Such
heterogeneity was also reflected in the different plasmid sizes
and restriction fragment length polymorphism profiles (data
not shown).
Colicin production. Colicin production was observed in 42%
of the isolates (Table 1). Noteworthy was the fact that colicinogenic activity was often detected in isolates showing phenomena of clonal expansion (Table 1).
DISCUSSION
Two models could be considered to explain the unexpected
finding of a high prevalence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in
remote settings where antibiotic exposure has been minimal
and there are no obvious sources of a sustained contamination
from the exterior: (i) a primitive selection of resistance in the
remote setting, due to peculiar environmental conditions (e.g.,
a consistent exposure to natural products with antibiotic activity in food or water), and (ii) the introduction of resistant
strains (via occasional travelers and/or animals) from antibiotic-exposed settings, followed by the local dissemination and
maintenance of resistance in the absence of antibiotic exposure
(by unknown mechanisms). In the first model one would expect
a limited number of resistance traits (restricted to natural
compounds) and, possibly, the evolution of some original re-
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genes in such an “antibiotic-free” setting is consistent with
recent reports suggesting that expression of acquired antibiotic
resistance in bacteria might not always involve a fitness cost
(otherwise, resistance genes would rapidly be lost) (8, 17). This
has implications relevant for the control of microbial drug
resistance in the community and suggests that although strategies based on antibiotic restriction policies are important for
decreasing the emergence and dissemination of resistance,
strategies based only on antibiotic restriction policies are unlikely to fully succeed for these types of resistant strains and
resistance genes.
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sistance genes that differ from those selected in antibioticexposed settings. In the second model, one would rather expect
the dissemination of a limited number of resistant clones (or
mobile genetic elements) carrying resistance genes typical of
antibiotic-exposed settings.
The molecular characterization of resistant isolates from a
remote human community, carried out in this study, provided
some insights into this phenomenon. Resistant bacteria isolated from the remote community carried a remarkable variety
of acquired resistance genes (even for resistance to synthetic
agents, such as sulfonamides and trimethoprim) which were
entirely like those encountered in isolates from antibiotic-exposed settings (3, 18, 20). Specialized elements carrying the
resistance genes, such as integrons and backbones of conjugative plasmids, were also like those described elsewhere (4, 21).
Even the arrays of gene cassettes carried on integrons and the
linkage of different resistance genes on conjugative plasmids
mostly reflected those described already (3, 15, 29, 30, 33).
Overall, this scenario appears to be consistent with the model
ascribing antibiotic resistance, observed in remote areas not
exposed to antibiotic use, to the dissemination of resistant
bacteria and resistance genes from antibiotic-exposed settings
rather than to an independent in situ selection. This view is further supported by the finding that similar resistance patterns and
resistance genes are highly prevalent in commensal E. coli isolates
from urban areas of the same region of Bolivia (3).
Despite the evidence for the expansion of some resistant
clones, a remarkable heterogeneity was observed in the population structure of resistant bacteria from the remote setting
and in the repertoire of specialized elements carrying resistance genes. Similar findings do not support a simple model in
which a few resistant strains are occasionally introduced in the
remote setting and expand to replace the existing susceptible
population but, rather, suggest either a sustained flow of diverse resistant strains from the exterior (despite the very limited exchanges) or the occurrence of substantial horizontal
gene transfer and recombination phenomena involving resistance genes following the occasional introduction of resistance
strains from the exterior into the remote setting.
Whichever the mechanism responsible for this genetic diversity is, the reasons for maintaining the high prevalence of
resistance in the absence of antibiotic use remain unexplained.
Substantial exposure to natural antibiotics seems unlikely,
since it would imply the presence of natural products that
select for the same patterns of resistance traits that are common in commensal E. coli isolates from antibiotic-exposed
areas of that region of Latin America (3). A possible explanation could be the selective advantage conferred by genetic
determinants linked to resistance genes on the same plasmids
(e.g., genes for colicins, iron uptake systems, and/or intestinal
colonization factors, which could increase the fitness of the
organisms for the intestinal ecosystem, or determinants for
heavy metal resistance and/or additional metabolic pathways,
which could facilitate survival in the environment of the remote setting). The clonal expansion phenomena observed with
some resistant strains and the finding of colicin determinants,
sometimes associated with resistance genes within conjugative
plasmids, in antibiotic-resistant E. coli isolates that showed
clonal expansion would support this hypothesis.
The maintenance of different types of acquired resistance
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